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In the College of Wooster's Iat-pree- st
political contest, elections
he Tuesday, Carolyn Wedge, of Ft.
Wayne, Ind, is the only girl runn-
ing for Woman Senator in the
jjnior class. In the junior class,G
r'l0y Hatfield, Ottumwa, la., and
Suicy Harris, Clifton, O., are candi-- mo jatcs; in trie sophomore class, Bev
le Vresise, Lakewood, O.. Sandra Sieg-frie- d,
Middletown, O., and Donna
nentrvJuueh. Erie, Pa.; and in the fresh
en, c"v
man class,
" Anne Eubank, Crosj Cut,
Texas, Helen Houser, Indianapolis,
res
Ind., and Nancy Humphries, Dover, O.
Sue Keller, Wortoo, W. Va., Amy
WCVandersall, Pittsburgh, Pa., and Marl-nS- "
'ijii Roth, Ft. Wajne, Ind., are the
Sj-- S junior girls running for the position
ve of Judicial Board President, while Peg
T (.McClelland, Wheeling, W. Va., Ardith
om Spierling,
Grand Rapids, Mich., and
step Marthvann Roberts, West Lafayette, O.
race for WSGA Board Presidency,
' Running for WSGA Administrative
3ut Board, Martha Kersey, Muncie, Ind.,
act represents the senior women. Wilma
De.Smith, Upper Montdair, N. J., and
iphfMjrcia Harper, Coraopolis, Pa., are
in potential delegates from the junior
d (diss; Dottie Peck, Guatemala, C. A.,
'and Ann Thomson, Middleport, N. Y.,
from the sophomore class; and Judy
Dauber, Cleveland Hts., O., Peg Sess-
ions, Canton, O., and Faye Dunlap,
Akron, O., from the freshman class.
WSGA Judicial Board hopefuls in
,
die senior class are Pat Mack, Dumo-1-1
' quete City, Philippines, and Mary Lu
g Logee, Orrville, O. ; in the junior class,
w Marjorie Fullerton, Kalamazoo, Mich.,
lanet Ekert, Kansas City, Mo., and
Helen Townsend, Arlington, Va.; in
the sophomore class, Carolyn Kendig,
Mansfield, O., Joyce Cappon, Roches-le- r,
N. Y., and Sandra Zumrno, Clevel-
and, O.
n Memoram
I F A memorial service was held Sund-
ayid..-
-
afternoon at 2 p.m. in the chapel
''
.; for Robert Hayes, a senior from Keoil-wtb- ,
111., and member of Third Sect-
ion, who died Dec 21 from injuries
suere' m an auto accident. Mr. andsat
,
'Mrs. Hayes and son were here for the
service.
The service was opened with a pray-- ,
.er offered by the Rev. James R. 'Black-j- ;
ood. The Chapel Choir, under the
rs i direction of Prof. Richard T. Gore,
h-- .lan "How Blessed Are They" by
Tchaikovsky, followed with the script-
ure read by Rev. Blackwood and Paul
' Clark, Presid ent of Third Section.
.President Lowry then offered the
f memorial message after which the
congregation sang the last hymn. The
service was closed with the bene-!- i
diction.
Senate Favors Sunday Evening Music;
Special Library Hours Set For Exams
' The second Student Senate meeting of the new year was held
M Tuesday evening in the Senate room. The agenda for the meeting
, ai lnc'uded the report of the script-judgin- g committee for the Gum Shoe
sin Nop (see lead story, column 6, for complete details), a report on
Sunday evening music in the Student Union, a report of the Co-educatio- nal
dining committee, a report of the SFRC Clearing sub-com- -'
Wee, and others.
Bob O'Meara reported to the Sena-tor- s
that the classical music played in
Union from 8 to 10 p.m. last Sun-aa- )'
evening was a success, but sug-fte- d
that the Senate check into the
i Possibility of piping the music from
i Miusic room into (he Union itself
to simply employ a phono-Jnio- n.
The Senators un-iirov- ed
the recommenda-iubake- r
next suggested
'V)x be open for business
A was no classical music
iier then reported that
Sfor passage of co-e- d
at 66, the same as
t hose who eat or work
trails on campus are eli-"jrh- e
co-e- d dining cor-
nier a good deal of pub--
ipproaching vote in an
' a larger percentage of
c') participate in the vote.
i Jeer next reported that
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Section Pledges
Sponsor Parties
Following Game
Tomorrow night following the
basketball game (9:30 p.m.) the
pledges of Fourth Section will
present in the basement of Doug-
lass Hall the annual pledge dance
for the actives. All couples attend-
ing the dance are requested to
wear an article of red clothing in
accordance with the theme, "Devil's
Diversion." Suitable decorations along
w ith flashing red Lights will serve to
make the illusion complete. Stan Sie-frie- d
is in charge of lining up appro-
priate entertainment along the variety-line- .
Chairman of the dance commit-
tee, Howie Boyd, promises, "a devil
of a good time for everyone."
Also tomorrow evening the Eighth
Section pledges will sponsor a party
for the members of Eighth at Living-
stone Lodge. The affair will begin fol-
lowing the basketball game. Chairman
for the party is Bob McQuillkin, and
other members of the committee are
Al Edel, Bob O'Mera, and Dan Sny-
der. The main feature of the evening
will be a judging of the paddles de-
corated by the Eighth Section pledge
class. A prize will be given to the
man whom ade the best paddle.
the Clearing sub-committ- ee of the
SFRC had established special library
hours for the approaching exam per-
iod. The Reading room of the library
will be open until 9:45 p.m. this and
next Saturday and Sunday evenings.
Begining next Wednesday the base-
ment portion of the library will be
open until 12 midnight.
Kay Stimson reported that the re-
gional meeting for the NSA will be
held Feb. 20 at Capitol University in
Columbus. Wooster is allowed two
delegates "and as many alternates as
want to go." The registration fee will
be $2.
Miscellaneous: Because of the time
element involved, the Senate shelved
further consideration of the Book Ex-
change program until next year . . .
There will be a central polling place
for all classes in lower Kauke for the
coming elections. Voting will be con-(Continu- ed
on Page 4)
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Photo by Art Murray
Diana Bond, in the center, leads members of the college's new Scottish
dance group as they perform at one of their weekly meetings. In the line
at the left Marian Da vies Jim Douglas, and Donna Harbison lift their
left feet to begin a dance. Facing them, from the left, Mariljn Major, Norm
Morrison, and Jean Prentice watch.
Kirk Presents For I. S.
1 Shadow Of
"Shadow of a Gunman" by Sean O'Casey will be staged in the
Little Theatre tonight and tomorrow night at 8:15 p.m. as the in-
dependent study work of senior John Kirk. Ticket sales for the play
started Monday and will continue through today at 60c a seat.
The play, an Irish tragedy in two
acts, has a most unique plot. Taking
place in the slum area of Dublin, Ire-
land, a poet is mistaken by the slum
people for a "gunman on the run"
(i.e. fighter for Irish freedom). This
misunderstanding is far reaching and
productive of tragic consequences.
Members of the cast for the play
are: Ed Moore as Donald Davoren,
Bud Campbell as Seumas Shields, Lee
Marcus as Minnie, Jim Cooper as
Tommy Owens, Jim Jolliff as Mr.
Gallogher, Dick Roeder as Mr. Mul-
ligan, Donnis Birchard as Mrs, Grig-son- ,
Gail Bond as Mrs. Henderson,
Craig Smalley as Mr. Maguire and
Bob Wettstone as the Auxiliary.
The Institute of Politics
has reserved 100 seats for the
speech of Senator McCarthy
in Canton, Friday, Feb. 5.
The Institute will charter
buses to take interested stu-
dents to the meeting. Reserve
your space with Laura Kawa-mat- a
in the Political Science
office as soon as possible. Ad-
mission free.
Five High Schools
Send Their Choirs
To Campus Clinic
Five high school choirs will
come to the campus on Jan. 23
to take part in an all-da- y choral
clinic. The aim is to promote bet-
ter choral work by letting the in-
dividual choirs present 15-minu- te
programs and then having them work
under the direction of a prominent
director and composer of choral mu-
sic, Dr. Harry Wilson from Columbia
university.
The clinic will be open from 9 to
4 in the chapel and all interested col-
lege students are invited to listen. The
375 students from Dover, New Phila-
delphia, Massillon, Canton McKinley,
and Wooster will be the guests of the
college. Campus tours and lunch pre-
pared by the Women's Auxiliary are
planned for the students.
QUn rr9
A Gunman"
Student Art Show
Goes On Display
In Galpin Museum
A student art show is now oo dis-
play in the Josephine Long Wishart
Museum in Galpin Hall. Everyone
enrolled in one of the three creative
classes has his work entered in the
show.
Oil paintings are by: Peg Ballard,
Gail Bond, Marian Davies, Bob Duke,
Joanna Grupe, Arline Harris, George
Kim, Ed Moore, Bev Parsons, Marilyn
Roth, Jean Teague, Ann Waitneight
and Maryanna Young.
Drawings are by: Marjorie Fox,
James Gwynne, Barb Hargrave, Joan
Larson, Catherine Lyons, Bob Mar-
shall, Garner Odell, Chuck Pope, Wil-lar- d
Prouty, Margie Rice, Hazel
Shreve, Joel Sielaff, Ruth Smyth, Ro-
berta Vargo, Bobbie Wallace, and
Sondra Yost.
Ceramic sculpture is by: Benita
Biswas, Jim Crow, Louise Elder,
Kathy Griswold, Barb Gwynn, Diane
Lawrence, Shirley Scott, Pat Taft, Je-
rome Tippet, and Jane Vanderveer.
WAA Sponsors
Karamu Dancers
The Karamu Dancers from
Cleveland's Karamu House thea-
ter will give a special program in
the gym on Feb. 3, at 8:30 p.m.
Directed by Eleanor Frampton, the
group offers a dance program based
on the music of Gershwin, Sibelius,
Rogers and Hammerstein, Debussy,
and spiritual arrangements by J. Har-
old Brown.
Sponsored by the W.A.A., admission
price is $1.00. Publicity chairman is
Nat Johnson, who has announced that
tickets will be sold by members of
the W.A.A. board and modern dance
club. They will also be on sale at
Frank Wells drug store, in center
Kauke on Feb. 1 and 2, and at the
gym door the night of the
Wycoff Writer
Of 1954 Hop
Batterman Directs "A Walking Shadow"
Smyser, Stimson Vrite Music, Lyrics
Try-out- s for the 1954 Gum Shoe Hop, "A Walking Shadow",
wrinen by Jane Wycoff, will be held this afternoon from 4 to 5:30
p.m and tomorrow morning from 10 to 12 a.m. The traditionally
student-writte- n, directed, and produced hop is scheduled for a four-da- y
run in Scott auditorium from Feb. 24 to 27.
Jane Wycoff has reported that "A
NSA Committee
Plans Welcome
Of New Students
The Student Affairs committee
of the NSA is in charge of wel-
coming new students at the be-
ginning of second semester. They
are planning a program designed
to acquaint the incoming students
with the school and with each
other and to make them feel more
at home on the campus. The program
is similar to the orientation program
given incoming students in September.
All organizations on campus are be-
ing contacted to send information to
the new students, and lists will be
made available in order that they may
contact the students upon their arrival.
Big Brothers and Big Sisters from the
MA and the YWCA are also being ar-
ranged. Handbooks have been sent out,
and directories will be distributed to
them on arrival. On February 6, the
new students will attend a party with
Mrs. Lewis Lowry at which they will
meet student leaders and members of
the faculty.
For the benefit of students already
on campus a supplement to the Stu-
dent Directory listing the names and
addresses of the new students will be
distributed sometime after the semes-
ter begins.
The Administration offices are
working with the Student Affairs
Committe in putting on this "get-acquainte- d"
program. Members of the
committee are: Mike Winfield, chair-
man, Bev Tresise, Mikey Lewis, and
Keith Henry.
Blackwood Play
To Be Produced
By Little Theatre
The premiere of a new play
will be held in March here on
the campus. "No Matter What"
is the comedy in three acts --written
by James R. Blackwood.
This marks the first original play
to be produced at the College since
Oct. 15, 1941 when another alumnus,
Dr. Fred Eastman ("08") now a mem-
ber of the faculty at the Chicago
Theological Seminary, was the author.
Mr. Blackwood, who graduated
from Wooster in 1941, wrote the play
during the past summer. He was a
(Continued on Page 4)
Final Ratification Of Co-e- d Dining Plan
Requires Vote Of Over Sixty Per Cent
Co-e- d dining comes up for final ratification by the student body
on Jan. 19, as part of the Student Senate elections, it has been an-
nounced by the co-e-d dining committee. In a recent meeting this com-
mittee set the percentage needed for passage of the plan at 66 12 of
those voting, the same as was required for the institution of the trial
period.
All students who eat on campus or
have board jobs are eligible to vote
on whether co-e- d dining is to continue
second semester and become school
policy. This is in line with the adop-
tion of the trial period last spring
which provided that the whole plan
would come up for final ratification at
the winter elections. The ballots,
which will be handed out at the
Senate polls separate from the regular
ballots, will read: "I favor the con-
tinuation of co-e- d dining, or, I do not
favor the continuation of co-e- d din-
ing."
The committee has stressed the
DON'T STUDY RELAX
WE WISH YOU ADIEU
(TILL FEB. 5)
No. 13
Walking Shadow" is a play within a
play composed of a mixture of reality,
drama and fantasy. The setting shifts
from a cocktail bar just off Times
Square to an old fort built by Irish
settlers and inhabited by leprechauns,
wishing wells, and all other imple-
ments of magic.
Peg Batterman will direct the flop
(pardon, the hop) ; Kay Stimson is
the lyricist; Mary Lou Smyser is the
music composer; Sylvia Ramsey is the
choreographer; and Donnis Birchard
is the business manager.
The history of the hop is among the
most fascinating stories of Wooster's
tradtion. In 1915 the Student Senate
staged an all college party in the
Gymnasium on Washington's birth-
day. Everyone wore gum-sole- d shoes
to this party to protect the gym floor.
This "Hop" was then held every year
on Feb. 22 as a stunt night until 1932.
Students wrote a musical comedy for
the 1932 Hop and presented it in
the City Opera House. In the years to
follow the spirit of the Gum-Sho- e
Hop grew, producing many fine student-
-produced musicals.
Each student is entitled to one free
ticket upon the presentation of a stu-
dent activities card. Men who intend
to make this year's hop a date affair
can pick up both tickets by presenting
both cards.
Try-out- s will be for dancing, sing-
ing, and speaking parts. There is a
need for a large chorus.
Lowry Addresses
Deans' Conference
President Lowry was the guest
speaker at the luncheon of the
40th annual meeting of the
American Conference of Aca-
demic Deans which was held Jan.
12 in Cincinnati. He spoke force-
fully against the hunters of "Reds" in
colleges and asked the deans to fight
them even at the cost of their jobs.
He advocated that a non-compromi- se
policy be followed whenever "label-pastin- g
pressure groups and all the
nosy tyrannies of our time" tried to
interfere with intellectual freedom.
Dean Taeusch also attended the
three-da- y conference which provides
an opportunity for academic deans of
liberal arts colleges to meet, share ex-
periences, exchange views, and discuss
problems. This meeting was attended
by more than 700 presidents, deans
and other top educators.
need for a large vote, since the entire
dining plan of the college is designed
to make meals as pleasant as possible
for the majority of Wooster students.
The general aims of co-e- d dining: to
promote a more natural mixing of stu-
dents; and generally provide enjoy-
ment for students eating on campus;
were reaffirmed by the committee.
They also stated that while the ex-
periment has overcome many difficul-
ties, continued work is needed, and
will be done if the plan is passed.
Present dining hall assignments for
the evening meal are to continue
through the end of the semester.
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Of Food And Platters
Many of you know or will certainly find out in this issue that
Co-e- d Dining is coming up for vote this coming week. To those who
eat off campus this poses no problem and the result will mean little
or nothing. For the others of us, though, this will be a very serious
election. It would be well to pay more attention to this one than last
semester's Dogpatch King race.
No one can successfully predict what the results will be because
there are so many elements to be satisfied. There are those on campus
who prefer going only downstairs to supper, and, after having waited
three years for the privilege, they are certainly entitled to it. But we
hope that most of this group has found worth-whil- e compensation in
walking across campus to another dorm. Perhaps the food is better,
sometimes the atmosphere is, and the company certainly is an im-
provement. Now it isn't a race to see which table can leave first. It's
become rather an art to stretch your meal out to match the timing of
head table. (Unless there's a person at your table who drinks coffee
and that makes it relatively easy.)
Then we have the group of men who can't seem to get filled-u- p
in certain of the girls' dorms. This is certainly one of the major
hurdles which must be taken car of. It is one of the problems with
which the Co-E- d dining committee has concerned itself. Everything
possible is being done to see that there is enough food for everyone.
The problem has been eased considerably since the beginning of the
year and should be nonexistent in the near future.
Next we have those who dislike going in the back door when the
front one is so much more convenient. We can do nothing here but
agree with them. There is very little congestion when the front door
is used and a certain amount can be expected during mealtime. We can
only hope that this barrier will fall in time.
We talked with several very recent alumnus of the college who
think that Co-E- d dining is one of the best things that has ever hap-
pened to us at Wooster. They would liked to have had it when they
were here and they have high hopes that it will be continued. Many
of us who have experienced it feel the same way. Those of you who
remember co-e- d seating in chapel regard it as a step forward. Co-e- d
dining is much the same thing. By voting for it we are helping to ex-
pand that frame of liberal education which is so much a part of our
life here. By voting against it we only narrow that frame and con-
sequently the area of vision.
Recently the Senate has created a committee to select records for
the Union juke box, a job which the students have wanted for some
time. The first records of their choice have been placed in the Union
during the past week and have been received with mixed feelings,
mostly in the affirmative. Records will be changed probably every three
weeks, but oftener if possible. The committee members have used
their own judgment this first time, but would like suggestions from
the student body in the future.
Many of you know that there is a suggestion box in the Union,
but for various reasons it has never been used extensively in the past.
The committee hopes that more use will be made of it in the future
because it is, at present, the only weathervane of student choice. They
also hope that you will feel free to contact them personally if you have
suggestions for the improvement of the system as a whole. Their
names appear elsewhere in this issue. D. S.
Beyond The Study Lamp
When I came to college, having read "Look Homeward, Angel"
and "Of Human Bondage" and other tales of the sensitive intellectual
life of the undergraduate, I was amazed at finding no one interested
in mastering Greek and Latin. No one seemed interested, in fact, in
anything academic. Perhaps some few wanted good grades or a college
degree, but somehow these had become definite and final ends having
no connected process of curious and enjoyable learning.
Nevertheless, those who care will experience the desire to learn
something of the miraculous and intricate webs in life. They will
learn and be touched and return, still believing, yet understanding.
The presence of this intellectual stimulus seems to be an in-
explicable and nebulous abstract. Along the way, there will be an-
other student who has visited interesting places and has done vital
things. And there will be a teacher or two who strike the imagination
and make the learning of a language come alive with the romance of
thought in another tongue, of the absolute thrill of communicating
in symbols belonging to another people and another place. Some
teacher will dwell on Greece and the mind will wing its way to revel
in a trousand wonders of the reality of life in other times and ideals
in other minds.
The important thing remains: the individual has thought. He
was stimulated and he wonders at the argument previously so forceful;
he sees that no matter how right he knows he is other people have
lived by other disciplines and will and will successfully for all the
world to see.
Our own ideas of the Utopia to be produced by the realization
of our schemes for the world are, after all, human, originating in all-too-hum- an
minds.
Realizing our fallability, having comprehended in a small way
the magnitude and multitude of the wonderful visions of men, and
finally conceding the possibility of other doctrines and ways, we can
continue to be idealists who are missionaries . . . We must.
M. C
WOOSTER VOICE Friday, January i
Urges Dramatic Radio Programs
To the Editor of the VOICE:
Would it be possible to enlarge the use of the college radio station to
include not only disk jockey programs and college news but also to include
round-tabl- e discussions and dramatic presentations?
Perhaps this has already been tried, and proven unsuccessful, but if it has,
I am unaware of any such attempt. There might be posted a topic in Taylor and
the students in turn could sign up. Possibly after a few meetings the most
interested students could be selected from the group, and they could present
their round-tabl- e discussion over the radio.
The dramatic presentations might be controlled by the speech department,
or the radio club, letting them pick the play and having them try out the students
for the various roles.
I know there axe many students on campus who would appreciate and
enjoy such radio experience. By expanding the type of radio programs open
to the entire student body their needs could be met. At the same time radio
WCW would enjoy a greater student audience, and there would be a new
stimulus and interest behind it.
Sincerely yours,
Margaret Schultz
76e 1acucim by DON REIMAN
They say that no news is good news, but in this racket wo don't find
it so. With final exams coming up to dissipate the energy we may have brought
back with us after the vacationless holidays, we find that there is rather a small
group of ECA (extra-curricula- r activities) coming up.
WF is finishing up its first semester program this Sunday evening by hav-
ing its public installation of officers. Dr. Charles Wishart, prtsident emeritus
of the college, will give the talk which will usher in the administration of
Bill Prouty.
The German club will hold meetings on Jan. 19, and again on Feb. 2,
both of them Tuesdays. The subjects and programs for the meetings have not
been announced, but it is safe to assume that they will be of interest to Ger-
man students.
The SCC holJs meetings every other Tuesday evening at 9 in the SCC
room in Lower Kauke. Visitors are welcome to attend these meetings. You can
check on the dates of these metings by contacting Gordon Roadarmel, Cynthia
Kimber, or any SCC member.
The SCC has been discussing the ways in which it can improve the re-
ligious program of the campus to better meet the needs of all the students.
Your suggestions on ways and means of reaching more and different students,
by means of programs, discussion groups, projects, or what have you, will be
greatly appreciated.
Have you forgotten our Siamese-Chines- e friend, Harry Tan, and his plea
for your views on segregation? You can get more complete information from
Gordon Roadarmel or yours truly.
Sunday Song
by Joy Hadaway
From the top of the hill
I looked down
And saw
An orderly spaciousness of green, sloping fields,
Flowers, and small, thick wooded places
A pure picture.
Too eagerly pursuing beauty
I stumbled forward
And found
A confusion of brambles and shaggy weeds,
Sparse, blighted flowers,
Sharp stones, and twisted trees.
The sun beat down
And I shut my eyes.
Yearning for the top of the hill.
McCorf,: True Communist PoNeither Rain Nor Snow Nor Sieet
by Joy Hatfield
Thousands of letters and cards are whisked from place to place during
the month of December. But all the letters inspired by Christmas do not get
to their final destination by Dec. 25th. Often even in January there comes a
sudden flurry of letters writtetn by people under the influence of mistletoe and
Santa Claus. For example, witness the following epistles, cancelled and delivered
by stalwart members of the fortitudinous post office department. "Neither rain
nor snow nor sleet etc"
528630 Liveright Drive '
Apartment VB
Petroleum, Oklahoma
January 10, 1954
Dear Aunt Griselda,
Thank you so much for the lovely Christmas present. I just adore it, really.
I couldn't think of one thing I'd rather have, really. It's simply out of this
world. My husband likes it too. And my friends are simply chartreuse with
envy, really. It's such an original idea, too. After all, it isn't everyone that gets
a new oil well for Christmas.
Love and oily kisses,
Ursula
4613 West Street
St. Anthony, Indiana
December 28, 1953
Acme Seals, Incorporated
Empire State Building
New York City, New York
Gentlemen:
On December 22nd I purchased two of your 25c packages of assorted
Christmas seals at the local dime store. According to the label, each package
was supposed to contain 150 pieces. I thought from the first that the contents
looked suspiciously meager. After I wrapped Aunt Myrtle's gift, I proceeded to
count each seal. I counted twice and came out both times with the sum of 138.
I used eight poinsetta stickers on Aunt Myrtle's vase, but that would still make
only 145 seals. Thinking this might have been a slip-up- , I proceeded to count
the pieces in the other package. Again, there w ere only 14. My wife and son
also counted them.
Still I did not like to accuse without further evidence. I went downtown
the next day and bought the remaining 300 packages that were in stock. All of
Christmas day I spent counting each assortment separately. I could not even
enjoy my turkey, I was so pre-occupie- d. The results were consistently the same
146 seals.
I am writing to demand my money back all $75.25 of it. I have told
all my friends and they have agreed to boycott your product. I will return
the seals as soon as you send the money.
I would suggest that hereafter you print on your package 146 seals instead
of 150. By so doing, you will build up public confidence and trust. Honesty
is, indeed, the best policy.
Yours respectfully,
J. H. Hoobennagle
POSTMASTER'S NOTE: December 28, 1953 We found this Christmas card
when we were cleaning up after the Christmas rush. Evidently it had been mis-
laid somehow. Such accidents sometimes happen during the holiday traffic.
Please accept our sincere apologies for not delivering it sooner.
Merry Christmas
and
Happy New Year !
December 17, 1924
Dear Marie, Harold, and all the little ones,
And how does this Christmas of 1924 find your family? We are happy
and well. This summer we bought a radio. It is truly a marvelous invention.
We enjoy it so much. Of course, there are problems. The reception is often
poor; the programs aren't always of the highest quality; the children sadly
neglect their homework. However, it does help keep the home the center of
activity for the family. In this modern age, that is something for which to be
thankful.
We hope the new year of 1925 will be prosperous, healthy and happy for
all of you.
Love,
Grace, Ted, Mae, and Woodrow
Dear Editor:
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In view of the adverse criticism of Senator Joseph McCarthy iri
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committee, presented in the VOICE, I decided to write to you in hop,,. '
some of the readers of this paper may not jump so quickly on to itJ?'
""into-- ,:.. t.... :inaguu V'l " in 11 11 HI J 1. v mi1 1 3.
During the last 20 or more years, in spite of loud cries of protest (.,
few but truly great students of government, our present day bureaucracy!
usnerea in.
of
t
"Best
I
Our government is a democracy, and this democracy is controlled by)
resentatives to whom the American people entrust the operation of Jff
government. And although I rebel at the enroachment of the state upoj
rights of individuals, I must consider the bureau's entrenchment in the goPe
ment of the United States to be the will of the majority and by popular con Dili
However, if we, the American people, are to live under a state of hj
organized bureaus, it therefore seems apparent that a watchful attitude, J
times, toward the intricacies of our government, must be maintained 1 ,Jdei
The soothing talk of ambitious politicians is to many people very conj rni
ing. They (the people) may settle back into the dangerous luxury of polikinj
smoke screens, and stifle anyone who tries to point out the faults in govtrmflt.cd
During our Revolutionary times a man named Patrick Henry was defiled 513
rabble rouser by many good and honest people. Certainly many of the mcSeI
used by Patrick Henry and other great men are not executed with the gte)
discretion, for unfortunflfelv thp dpsiraKlp U alwav arrnmnanifal L. !Onj ... ..., r...Vll Uy m(.
desirable and vice versa. But more unfortunate, perhaps, is the absense of
observation in the minds of many political idealists. However, far-seein- g,
i iL:.l r i.... . i . - iu.ai uMiincrs ui our revolutionary times recognized ratriCK Henry not on:
the crude, uncouth pioneer, but as a weapon for freedom.
nt
r a
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Today in the United States there exists the problem of Russian Coram Ml
infiltration into our government. Since the Russian Communist's aim him
destroy our government, by force if necessary, it certainly seems naturaljueri
rnngntenea people in tnis country snould and would rebel against the e:
filtration. jed
Realizing the danger of this disloyalty, a man from Wisconsin, &
Joseph McCarthy, has attempted and to some extent succeded in bringi- -
problem before the citizens of this country. Probably many of his mQs
used in reaching his goal seem unjustifiably crude to many people. HoJent
if we want to continue to hold our freedom we must stay awake and pigr ;
for the future. And I think the great good of stimulation in our minds tjot
thought on the matter of infiltration, created by McCarthy and his comnjt v
must not be overlooked.
Are we going to sit back in the lap of political ignorance, or are we
to put forth an active fieht for cood eovernmenf? I
Mary McK. Price
Life Among The Miller Savages
by Sherry Slater
Ding-a-ling-a-ling-a-li- ng
"Hello, no I'm sorry she's not here. Is
any message?" That's how it all starts a simple message is left on the
too
elei
fern
N
wh
ihe
u
fca
ta
co
w
phone pad! (And some are really simple too for there's always the L0j
joker!)
Alice ten men called, will call later.
Betsy male called but I thought you would rather study so didn'; call
Faye Dave called, said he can't go to the dance with you 'cause!
rather go with Dixie.
Jo Bob called seven times finally gave up in disgust he wants
cooperation, Babe!
Jean Male called this morning, will call again Male called again, It "
my voice and I got the date. Too bad, Jean better luck next time. jm i
Lef Mv rich linrlp thflf diid i in tfTX-- n nA ttinlt o Avt with vou "vult
about it?
Sonie MALE CALLED!!!?? Who???!!
ties
inns
lilai
A
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lad
Mac Jim called sent you all his love "honey" Says he has only 8HrI
letters tnis week aoesn t understand.
Liz No one called!
Lois Your rich aunt called, said jour rich uncle died and left fw
million Let's paint the tow-- n red!
Jane Call , Douglass What's going on here?
Marv and Margie It's snnwint Ir's rpul dpn I'm nlai-in- e snowball.
Thought you should know Dossic
Aside from these IMPORTANT messages and clever drawings arounJ
edges of the desk pad, serious announcements are found such as:
No Freshmen Orentation !!!!!! !
C
oth
L
inio
Sandy VOICE called Report on Dad's Day Open House. Find 'nIC kss
looking in Dean's book in Galpin
AND
Desk Girl Please ask Denny if he can get ice cream cone,.
1 th
These messages, actually taken from Miller, prove that the telephone .-
-,
sure plays a large part in a girls' dorm. j A.
kJVIv. Barrett's Corner aupol
nit61'6'Will Seniors interested in taking the Advertising Agencies' ExlI!Uit fFeb. 13 please give us their names in order that we may secure a "iow
number of announcements and instructions? 1
Seniors interested in Graduate School Scholarships and Fellows'"? tatej
find a rapidly increasing number of announcements in our oi'Tice. (cen
Several inquiries are received each week from student! intt f nts
working in resorts or private camps. If j-o- u have had a happyy experislCttpec
such an institution and would like to help some other student JSecom cen
- .. bum auuic ai mc U
lyay, January 15, 1954
me . . i A.
Back at the salt mines again! I. S., exams, 7 a.m. buzzers, and Kauke are
jn realities.
On Jan. 7, Saturday, at 11 a.m. in Lower Babcock, Pyramid pledges held
'come-as-you-ar- e"
party for all Pyramid members. Some Pyramids came in
i, pj.'s while others came in regular school clothes. Games took up the
or part of this social hour. One such game consisted of finding paper images
regular members which the pledges had hid around the room. Refreshments
ie sandwiches, salad, ice cream bars, and milk.
H-m--
m!
t 9 that night, Saturday, the biggest social event of the past week took
w in the Gym. Guessed what it is yet? Holden Formal, no less! The de-
mons didn't seem to carry any theme but "some kind of a winter scene"
mid best describe them. Balloons (about a thousand somebody must have
a balloon factory) formed a multi-colore- d ceiling. A cluster of red
illoons was hanging at the center and these various colored ones were around
is red "center-piece.- " One of the scenes which figured around the room was
painted winter snow scene. Pines, snow, and a hill were the "ingredients" of
us painted masterpiece. As you walked into this winter wonderland, a brick
flce stood on either side and a lantern was placed appropriately on said
vcture. The entertainment was "open house," and there, refreshments were
if .p.jd which consisted of punch and cake.
Quite a few of the girls' clubs have started to hold social hours either once
'y aadjdt once a month, and some only once a year. There is usually a business
hopes ftingt games, discussion, and then "long awaited" refreshments. Trumps
1 tle it into the act and held their first social hour Sunday, Jan. 10, at 4 in the
,me of one of its members. Doughnuts and coffee were served.
est fro $est of luck in your exams!
icracy
indsay Out-Lindsaye- d?
upon
he govb the Editor:
u con During the Ia:e-lament- ed holiday season, 1 took some rime to re-- .
,ad the column of the VOICE'S genial contributing editor, Jim
a indsay. As you, our loyal readers, may recall, Mr. Lindsay devoted his
i
"nil column of 1953 to a satirical presentation of four things that he
onsiders to be really live issues in student-administratio- n affairs. You
y comoth may remember also that these issues were: (1) Hell-wee- k; (2)
f polirioking rules; (3) car rules; (4) women's rules. Mr. Lindsay rep-vernnsen- ted
himself as the spokesman for a nebulous minority of
?filed 3.45133" of the Wooster student body who still are "in favor of
e metspresentarive government".
e
n e sufface' these four issues seem to be four of the mostthe
ise ofren Prb'etns facmg ur worthy representatives in the Senate. On
loser analysis, however, we find that not one of them comes under the
"jurisdiction of the Senate. Hell-wee- k is in the province of the MA,
md the other three are controlled by the faculty. The Senate could
nerely suggest or propose through the SFRC, which is something
omm;hit Mr. Lindsay, or any other student could do, now that grievance
iim machinery has been set up. Mr. Lindsay has been doing some very
turaldoquent suggesting and proposing through his column. If the faculty
t thiwere extremely susceptible to this sort of thing we might have ex-
pected some cataclysmic changes in college policy during the Senate-presidenc- y
of Bob Atwell.
"6' Mr. Lindsay's editorial ailment seems to be a mild case of "placio
meiarrus ante equus" to use an old Latin phrase. If Wooster has no
How stU(Jent government (that is, control over discipline, etc.) why waste
d V-pa- per and ink blaming the Senate for inactivity? The real issue here
f is not "beer vs. milk" or "car vs. shanks mare", but "student govern-omr- r
uent vs. faculty control". It will be no easy matter to establish a real,
functioning student government, as Bob Atwell found out. There is
.
an element of the faculty, and the administration, too, which is all
f
too eager to go on shouldering the "white man's burden" of student
overnmenL
Now to the real issues which confront the student body today, and
on which our representatives are empowered to take action. The first
";s the issue which Mr. Lindsay mentioned Hell-wee- k activities. The
MA is in an excellent position to take action along the same lines as
as taken by the inter-fraternit- y councils of universities such as Ind-
iana and Purdue. These groups, feeling that they could achieve all
J Mie constructive aims of Hell-wee- k as far as fraternal spirit and the
e like went, introduced Help-wee- k into American life. Pledges in these
:he
"schools spend their entire efforts in CONSTRUCTIVE unifying ac-
tivities. They become rah-ra- h without acting he-ha- w. A program to
channel inter-sectio- n rivalry might include an athletic "field day"
cal
similar to the frosh-sop- h Bag Rush.
mse. Another very urgent problem facing the student body is Woos-ter- s
social program. This is the main concern of the Senate, but it
nts c
ou'd become the concern of all of us. Until that distant day when
we do have student government, we might as well forget about
staging an all-camp- us beer party, so let's look at the problem realisric- -
Lin 1 ally. The most immediate need is for more daring men. There do not
em to be a sufficient number of circulating men to keep the co-e- ds
u Kcularing. Co-e- d dining will help as time goes by, but a different at-ptu- de
in some quarters would help. So she's no queen! Your crown
un't poking me in the eye. And so he's no Monty Clift! Maybe he's
Jack Webb in the rough. Guys shouldn't feel as though they owned
iy Sca girl after three dates. We know cokes are expensive, but after all . . .
ft yo- -
vball
Sincerely,
Don Reiman
ft hut Goes On Here by Jean Prentice
Class projects are always an interesting topic. Let's see what is going on
5und U other colleges along this line.
Last month, Miami university students planned to sound out student
"Pinion on the issue of McCarthyism. Members of a comparative government
in 0 tliss planned to question over 700 students in an attempt to check the validity
the recent Newsweek survey on attitudes of present college students. News-fet-k
had reported that college students overwhelmingly endorsed McCarthy-lm- '
We have not heard the results of this poll, but would recommend such an
phone
avestl8ation at Wooster. The results might prove very interesting.
unidentified white mouse, presumably an escapee of the biology lab
1 John Carroll, seemed anxious to enter into class work when it attempted
f audit classes in ethics and sociology recently. It disturbed students in the
, aology class by scurrying frantically to and fro beneath the chairs of students,
xJffliflat'rere,uisite t0 a course in Ethics is a state of rationality, and, as everyone
L
suffa',t little attention to the ethics course. This was presumably because a
s, mice ajre notoriously non-rationa- l.
ship5 1
e s'an J Student, a service newspaper for Asian students in the United
tes reported that a team of Karachi, Pakistan student mountaineers claimed
tctntly that tiley had conquered a 11,442-foo- t peak in West Pakistan. The stu-effSi- ei
nts, who are! members of the College Mountaineering club, are planning anjerieotf'Pfdition to L neighboring Afganistan range next June even though in their
meIj0 nt venture! they faced hardships for two days. There was an acute shortage
Wa,cr, and lin the last lap they had to live on wild fruit and roots.
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Voice Of A Yomig . . Eem.
Our economic well is beginning to run dry and our Republican controlled
government is hesitant in priming the pump. This hesitation may prove to be
costly and disastrous for the very reason that has prompted the Republican
Administration to hestitate. Just as in the black days of 1929 and 30, the GOP
is operating from the thesis that time will eventually act as the universal
panacea.
Herbert Hoover, the Republicans' last president, tried to wait out the de-
pression and swiftly became ex-Preside- nt Hoover. With the assumption of the
reins of power by the Democratic Party in 1932, changes were swiftly brought
to prime this nation's economic pump. However, the New Deal by no means
solved all our economic ill, but the concrete accomplishments of those years
promise to aid in some measure in this crisis.
The Republicans have now been in power a year and in that time they
have drifted into a recession. It is obvious that the causes of this recession
can not be laid at the feet of the Republican Parry, but in the event we should
slide into a depression the Administration would be largely responsible if one
assumes that the government is charged with the protection of the public
welfare.
The present government inherited a year ago the seeds of a depression
and in that year's time history has nurtured those seeds until at the present time
the ugly branches of the tree of depression are breaking through the crust of
the earth. Cessation of hostilities in Korea and imperfections in our economic
system have nourished the seeds which if neglected, promise to raise havoc in
our internal and external relations. The danger signs are plenty and it is up
to thte Administration to read, heed and interpret these signs. The responsibility
is the Republicans' to seize the initiative and halt the impending depression.
The signs are there for all to see.
The recent cattle ranchers' march on Washington was only one manifesta-
tion of the decline in farm prices which set in last spring and summer. The
Government price support program is supposeo, to guarantee farmers 90 of
parity, but in some areas farmers have been receiving only 65-7- 5 while at
the same time feed and operating costs remain the same.
Farm income, now off 6, allows fewer purchases of farm equipment and
automobiles, creating unemployment in these industries. The latter illnesses
coupled with others has resulted in slackened production and unemployment
in the steel industry. Steel output for the week ending Dec. 19 was only 677c
of capacity as compared with 102 9o for the same week last jear. Some whole-
sale and retail houses are suffering slackened sales while railroads are lajing
off aa many as 179c ' their employeesNational unemployment is between
1.4 and 2.4 millions.
The danger in all this is that the decline in production, employment and
purchasing power may serve to "trigger off'" a chain reaction of cumulative
breakdown which will spiral downward into a depression.
Grave as the consequence may be here at home the effect abroad would
be even worse. A corresponding economic collapse abroad would be just what
the doctor ordered for the communists.
The Republican Congress has got to assume the responsibility in this crisis.
Except in the case of a farm policy where both parties are turning the hands
of the clock back, the Republican members of Congress and the Republican
President seem to have divergent views concerning what this nation needs.
Our Republican Congress seems bent upon decreasing the purchasing power of
the common people while increasing the already abundance of the few.
When will they learn that the average clerk and factory mechanic is the
backbone of this nation and that his economic, political, and social rights must
be maintained? The people must be allowed more purchasing power through
a greater share in the value of their labor and through increased public works.
Let us hope the Republican Party learned something during the 20 years they
weren't in power.
Charles E. Kinzie
L
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Page Four
Free Love Beside The Point
To the Editor:
Were I to concern myself with the need for free love at the College of
Wooster, I would without a doubt have the widest, most eager reading audi-
ence in the history of the VOICE. This would be true partly because of the
uniqueness of such a subject, but more basically, I think, for the simple reason
that sex is of great, often consuming interest to us all. Also, such a subject,
equally without a doubt, would be regarded by many different attitudes, stem-
ming from all sorts of sex conditioning. Some people would be interested,
others revolted. The latter would be shocked at the implications upon family
life and upon society in general, and the former tantilized by freedom from
restraint. The point is there would be deep interest in such a challenge.
Suppose, however, I were to raise the need for God at the College of
Wooster. Suppose, too, that I were to base my case on our obvious preoccupa-
tion with sex as an end in itself which some feel is a reflection of at least
America's increasing moral downfall, e. g. "Sex or Snake Oil?" Time, Jan. 11,
1954, p. 14. I imagine my interest appeal and probably my audience would drop
considerably. But is our disproportionate devotion to sex healthy? Should not
religion and particularly Christianity be of equal if not more concern? Con-
sider its influence on society and our lives, consider its conditioning effects.
If it is valid must we not come to grips with its message? And if invalid set
about eliminating its false assumptions about life?
So it is that the College sponsors a Religion-in-Lif- e week (Feb. 7-1- 1: to
boldly confront us who are all-to-oft- en apathetic with God in hopes that each
of us may arrive at some helpful conclusions. But the spirit of the Week is
worthless if confined to four and a half days; rather it seeks to sharpen our
beliefs and doubts that they may be seen and dealt with throughout the year.
Sincerely, Dave Little
Wooster-ln-lndi- a Report
The Wooster-in-Indi- a Representative was fortunate this term to be able
to attend both the Hartford and the New York Outgoing Missionary Con-
ferences. Having no training in Missions and with such familiarity with
church and mission in North India I found both of these conferences extremely
valuable in orientation.
A warm welcome greeted me at the Ewing family. I found the Wooster
man's tradition would mean having a lot to live up to. For several months I
was referred to as Charlie by many of the staff and a few of the students.
After a few days of talks and observation I began teaching four courses in
English and one in Psychology. My teaching load was less than most teachers
because I devoted part time to language study. After several weeks I was as-
signed the Associate Wardenship of Rhea, the BSC hostel. The college council
rightly felt that there would be a larger group that could communicate in
English in the BSC Hostel. These students are third and fourth year students
in comparison to first and second year students in the intermediate hostels.
During Deshara vacation I was invited to be a leader in the U. P. Christian
Council's Youth Camp at Lucknow. High school and college students from
churches (mostly urban) from Utter Pradesh came for a six-da- y period. I was
in charge of the recreation and craft program. In spite of the skimpy equipment
both staff and students enjoyed themselves. A class I held in English on Chris-
tianity and the Problems of Society proved most interesting to me and helpful
to the students. The majority of students in the class were Anglo-India- n this
group comprising one of India's lesser social problems. Distinctions between
the Anglo and the Indian soon broke down and those with "fairer skin" found
that they could be happy associating with the "Native" group.
A second high spot in my first year was the Madras conference of the
World Student Christian Federation. The group gathered immediately after
the World Conference of Christian Youth, so I was able to pick up the fresh
human repercussions of Kottyam. The General Committee of the India, Pakistan,
and Ceylon Student Christian Movement met during the free afternoons of the
WSCF. I was asked to be recording secretary of these sessions. Here I was
able to get an overall picture of SCM work in this part of Asia. Unfortunately
parts of the meetings were held up by parlimentary bickering. But the dif-
ferences of vitality and evangelical life between Northern and Southern SCM
Unions were clearly pointed out in reports from various provinces.
I found that others besides the Ewing SCM suffered from the social stag-
nation that places the SCM as a "tea party organization open to Christians only"
in the eyes of non-Christian- s. It was helpful to discuss with other SCM ad-
visors what might be done to get the SCM off the social and evangelical de-
fensive in North India. As the SCM comes to understand through ernest study
the faith for which it stands and as it reached out through evangelism and
social service with that vital faith as its stimulus the SCM will lose its de-
fensive character. That study and work program must be carried out in Hindi
in North India. English no longer speaks to the condition of the majority of
our students. Very few good materials are available in Hindi at the college level.
But, many youth leaders are aware of the need and good literature is slowly
coming out. One of the causes of the weakness of the Ewing SCM has been
the Wooster man himself. He has always been looked to as an advisor but by
his very newness and lack of tenure he has not really been able to come to grips
with SCM problems. Particularly acute when I was trying to lead was the
fact that only a small part of the group could grasp English well. Much was
accomplished in the way of study with that group, and this group helped to
pull the others along in social services. It is evident that a well trained Indian
is necessary to take leadership in the SCM. Someone who will help break the
stigma that SCM is an American dominated group. Someone who can transfer
music, so important to religious life, from the strained singing of Western
hymns to Bhujjans and Git. Someone, in short, who can make SCM fit the
indigenous pattern during this surge of the Indian cultural revival.
Particularly engaging for me was the hostel work. Students traditionally
look to the Wooster man as their dhost (comrade). Academic, family, voca-
tional, and even marital problems found release if not answer in Gumyswany's
room. (This nickname slipped out in conversation several times during the
year causing much mirth to all present.) The Indian student is eager for
someone to hear his problems and ambitions. The Wooster man is the likely
one for this since so few Indian professors have developed a close enough
relationship with students, to enable them to confide. In spite of the language
difficulty I felt much was done in the way of counselling. At Rhea Hostel I
was able to put the hostel student government into effect. Prefects were backed
up in their attempts to use their elected authority. After centuries of an authori-
tarian pattern in India we hope that through modern college life students
might learn the responsibilities as well as the privileges of democracy.
Intermediate English in U. P. does not quite know where it is going. Dif-
ficult English texts including Milton, Shakespeare, Burke, and Bacon are
spoon-fe- d to students, some of whom have had only two to four years of Eng-
lish taught through the Hindi medium. Even at the college level teachers ex-
plain difficult passages of the text in Hindustani; then give the students notes
in English to memorize in preparation for the Board examination. In my
classes the students were forced to learn some conversational English; some of
them were happy for the opportunity. Yet, often I felt at a loss in not being able
to explain difficult text work, way over the heads of the students, in the ven-acula- r.
The two year Psychology course covers about the same material as the
half year 201 Psychology that Wooster offers. By going slow I was able to
get most of the course to the students.
This year I will have a reduced teaching program and will head up the
Student Counselling Program. Ever since the days of Bathgate the Wooster
man has been pushing for an effective Advisor-Studen- t program. This year I will
try an encouraging number of staff who have volunteered as advisors. We will
discuss proper methods and mutual programs.
Looking back over the past year I see that it has been a happy one even
though rough at times. In spite of the fact that fewer and fewer of the students
come to Ewing with a speaking knowledge of English, the Wooster man is ahle
to maintain the interchange of comradeship through sports and living with
the students. The Wooster position needs to be rethought in terms of the lan-
guage barrier since it is increasingly difficult to be effective on the ideological
level.
John Gump
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Garrett To Speak
n Scott, Jan. 19
Dr. Alfred B. Garrett, professor of
chemistry at Ohio State university,
will give a lecture on "World Lead-
ership in Science" on Jan. 19 at 8
p.m. in Scott auditorium. This pro-
gram is sponsored by the Wooster
chapter of the American Chemical so-
ciety and all students are invited to
attend.
Dr. Garrett, noted for his research
studies, is the author of 50 articles for
professional journals, co-auth- or of
eight books, and is now the radiologi-
cal defense coordinator for the state
of Ohio.
Sociology Dept.
Lists Activities
Officers of the Sociology Club
of The College of Wooster at-
tended a banquet meeting of the
Akron University Sociology Club
at the Akron YMCA on Monday
evening, Jan. 11. The meeting was
attended by 165 students, teachers,
personnel workers, judges, minis-
ters, representatives of social
agencies and other organizations
in the Akron area. Speaker for the
occasion was Dr. Oscar W. Ritchie of
the Department of Sociology at Kent
State University. He spoke on the
topic: "An Approach to Juvenile De-
linquency," emphasizing conflicting
cultural values as a major cause of de-
linquency.
Students who made the trip were
Joan Harper (club president), Ardith
Spierling, Betty Hughey, William
Blackwood, Janet Harder, Sylvia But-tre- y
and Judy Yoder. The group was
accompanied by Mr. Quentin Evans
and Dr. F. James Davis of the De-
partment of Sociology.
A visit to Record Files, Inc., was
made on Monday, Jan. 1 1, by the In-
dustrial Sociology class of The College
of Wooster. This plant is in need of
a new building, and the class was es-
pecially interested in observing prob-
lems related to working in a crowded,
noisy setting. At the conclusion of the
visit the class had the benefit of a dis-
cussion with H. W. Regenhardt, com-
pany president. Dr. F. James Davis is
in charge of the dass.
Girls1 Chorus
Plans Concerts
Out-Of-To- wn
The girls' chorus under the di-
rection of Miss Eve Richmond
won't be heard in Wooster until
May, but on Feb. 14 they will sing
at the First Presbyterian church
in Warren and Westminster
church in Akron.
Much of the program which they
will sing at this time will be repeated
for the May concert. Soloists will be:
Diane Lawrence, Janet Morrij, and
Marilyn Eschenberg accompanied by
Anne Mayer, pianist, and Shelley Le-
mon, flutist. Barb Ghormley will play
"Rhosymedre" by R. V. Williams on
the organ, and Anne Walline will ac-
company the 60-memb- er chorus.
Other highlights of the program in-
clude: "Praise We the Lord" from
"Merry Mount" by Howard Hanson,
and three selections from Richard T.
Gore's cantata titled "Harvest at Beth-
lehem." In May the compelte cantata
will be sung with solo work by-Georg- e
Buckbee.
The concert by the Sunday choir
which was planned for Jan. 10 was
cancelled but a performance will be
given in Elyria on Jan. 17. The 'pro-
gram will be essentially the same as
the one given in Columbus.
HAVING A PARTY OR
MAYBE A
MIDNIGHT SNACK?
If It's Good Food You
Want Then Go To
BUEHLER'S!
Home Baked Pastry
Ready-to-E-at Foods
Fresh Fruits & Vegetables
Soft Drinks of All Kinds
BUEIILER'S
FRESH FOODS
336 N. Market St.
11 The Gondoliers
Will Be Presented
In Chapel March 1
'The Gondoliers" or "The
King of Barataria" by W. S. GiT-be- rt
and Arthur Sullivan will be
presented in the chapel on March
1 under the direction of Kert
Kadyk and Tom Fenn. Rehearsals
have begun for the cast of 35 and
the 16-piec- e orchestra.
In the eight leading roles will be:
Professor Warren Anderson, Duke of
Plaza-Toro- ; Carl Zimmerman, Luiz;
George McKaig, Marco Palmiere; Ken
Plusquellec, Guiseppe Palmiere; Lou-
ise McClelland, Duchess of Plaza-Toro- ;
Katherine Douglass, Casilda;
Marlene Fray, Gianetta; and Shirley
Seidel, Tessa. Other solos will be
sung by: Bucky Smith, John Lamb,
Bill Caskey, Jane Vanderveer, Donna
Harbison, Bonny Hawk, and Esteher
Unzicker. Rehearsal accompanist is
Sally Comin.
The orchestra, directed by Tom
Fenn, includes : Leon Shmorhun,
Stuart Wright, Ruth Sanderson, Mar-
garet Luce, Joanne Pence, violins;
Comin and Stanley Guise, violas ; Barb
Wheeler and Nancy Moore, cellos;
Pete Mortensen, bass; Shelley Lemon,
flute; Maud Griswold, oboe; Margie
Rice, clarinet; Tom Samsel and Carl
Aten, horns; and Gail Parker,
Students Will Find
Travel To Europe
Easier This Year
"American students planning
to travel in Europe this summer
will find it much easier to get ship
and plane accommodations, and
will have the opportunity to tra-
vel much more extensively than in
previous years," according to Ed
Lacks, Director of the National
Student Association Educational
Travel, Inc. Mr. Lacks, commenting
on his recent attendance at the Inter-
national Student Travel Conference
held in Split, Yugoslavia, reports
that 1954 is the best year since the
war for students traveling abroad.
Fifteen nations sent representatives
to the Conference, and there was gen-
eral agreement that students crossing
the Atlantic were the best ambassadors
of good-wil- l among the thousands of
tourists voyaging to Europe each year.
This year, in addition to the large
number of American students going
to Europe, the Europeans at the Con-
ference made known their plans to
send a substantial European student
group to this country.
Two countries have been opened to
Americao students, Spain and Yugo-
slavia. Each offers opportunities for
extremely low cost touring. Recom-
mendations to students planning sum-
mer vacations abroad are to make
reservations early and to join an or-
ganized tour group if this summer
will be the first time abroad. All of
the participants in the Conference
agreed that organized student tours
offer greater reliability, and more op-
portunity to see as much as possible
in a short time on a limited budget.
MORE ON
Senate Activities
(Continued from Page 1)
ducted for women Senators from all
classes and WSGA Administrative and
Judicial board members also from all
four classes on Tuesday and Wednes-
day of this next week . . . Color Day
scripts will be due on March 15 . . .
Ruth Ligon, Robert McQuillken, and
Dick Sheppard compose the student
committee to select the records for the
Union.
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' SHOE POLISH
TAYLOR'S
Your Safest Shoe Store
N.E. SIDE OF SQUARE
Regulars and long models.
MORE ON
Dfacfcwooa nay
(Continued from Page 1) j
classmate of James Allerdice, who
been writing in Hollywood f0r I
Martin, Donald O'Connor and c
comediams. While in college Mr '
lerdice and Mr. Blackwood coll
ated on three Gum Shoe Hops fom
Tryouts for the play will be 'aw8
18 and 19 at 7:15 p.m. in rocm'e p
of Taylor Hall. The show w;jj red
staged on March 10, 11, i2 Th
Smith'G
MEN'S STORE FIRST FLOOR
GREEN TAG SALE MEN'S
SUITS and TOPCOATS
January Clearance
Brand New Purchases at Low Prices
And Sharply Reduced Groups From Our Own Stocks
FREEDL AHDER'S
RECORDS
- ALL SPEEDS - UP TO 70 OFF
4AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
3 WORTHWHILE REDUCTIONS ON
3 BPrrtBH Dl AVCDC All iminc
RADIOS - TABLE - PORTABLE - FM-A- M
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COME IN AND SAVE!
lnJooster Music Center, Inc.
SOUTH SIDE OF THE SQUARE
Dav
-
. . ,., ,.,
The Wayne County Nafl Bcrfo!
0
' 0
Open an Account for Any Amount
Established 1845 Member F.D.I.C Phone 4
DIAMONDS WATCHES
Lahm's Jewelry
221 E. Liberty Street
Phone 1035-- W
DORMAIERS
SHOE REPAIR SHOP
Quality Repairing
215 East Liberty St.
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3S Tomorrow afternoon the Scot swimmers will finally get their
he one awaited first test when they meet the Kenyon Lords at 2 p.m.
oom flthe pool. The swimming team will be out to defend last year's
willKXxl recor wnich was caPPed by the winning of the Ohio Conference
andjtle Those men who will be swimming for Wooster tomorrow are:
Dave Cartlidge Dave is this year's captain who will participate
"""""In the breast stroke and probably in the individual medley. Cartlidge
Tkis 'he only member of the squad to have won two letters, and this
'season he has already bettered his time for 200 yards with an unofficial
timing of 2:35.5. Cartlidge has also been awarded a tennis letter here
at Wooster.
Jim Carlin Jim is a freshman who only recently reported for
the swimming team. Carlin will provide additional strength in the
breast stroke.
? i Dan Collins Dan won his numerals last year as a freshman.
Rollins swims in the free style distance events and will be used in
Panther the 200 or 400 yard event.
Alan Crain Al is a junior breaststroker who is serving his first
year on the swim team. Al has three years' experience in high schooliv ind was captain of his Woodstock, India team his senior year.
Warren Crain Warren is a sophomore letterman who capturedy the Ohio Conference Breast stroke event at the OC meet last winter,
yirren has improved his last year's time already this season as he
swam the 200 yards in 2 :32.8.
Bruce Dilg Bruce is a freshman whose specialty is the back
stroke. He won three letters in swimming at Albany (N.Y.) Academy,
and also won his letter here this fall in cross country.
I--
, Dave Dungan Another freshman swimmer is Dungan who was
'I If warded three high school letters in swimming. Dave swims the 50
JJind 100 yard free style dashes.
Dick Evans Dick is a freshman who swims the backstroke. Evans
won his high school letter in swimming at Fort Myers High School
in Florida.
VA Hashrouck Ed is a freshman
individual medley, 100 yard breast
-- r FRED CROPP
who is liable to he used in the
stroke, or in the distance events.
Hisbrouck won three swimming letters at Mt. Hermon before coming
lto Wooster.
Jack Hornfeldt Jack is a freshman distance swimmer with little
past experience. He won a soccor letter in high school.
Bob McQuilken Bob is also a freshman and will be seen in the
diving events. Bob won a high school letter in golf.
Paul Martin Martin is a sophomore letterman who swam on
the relay team which came in second in the Conference meet last year.
Paul swims the 200 or 400 yard free style events. He has also won a
letter in tennis.
Lonny Price Lonny is the last of the lettermen. He is a sopho-,mor- e
who last year won the individual medley and took second place
in the backstroke in the Conference meet last year. Lonny will be seen
in those two events again this season.
i Dave Shields Shields is a junior who swims the distance events.
Shields won both a football and tennis letter in high school.
Dave Swanson Swanson swims the 50 and 100 yard free style
k
events and takes part in the 400 yard relay. Dave is also a freshman
who won his baseball letter in high school.
,wa Ned Wolf Wolf is both a swimmer and a diver. Ned will proba-
bly be seen in the 200 yard free style event as well as in the diving.
-- Wolf is a freshman who won three high school letters in swimming.
Stu Wright Wright is a freshman who swam for Wooster High
School last year. He is a free style swimmer.
"Every position is wide open." These are the words of Coach Carl
Munson as he looks toward the track season which starts in less than
too months.
Approximately 40 men turned out at the first meeting for inte-
rred runners and field event men. Every Tuesday and Thursday these
men are loosening up with calisthenics, and on Friday Munson is
putting them through some light running.
By the time that the season rolls around Munson hopes to have
irom 50 to 75 men out for track. Some of this slack will be taken up
by men now participating in basketball and swimming, but additional
strength is being sought.
No special proven ability is needed. Some of the biggest names
in Wooster track history had never participated in track until they
"me to college. Anyone with enough determination and average ability
ought to be able to find himself in a position to help this year's track
squad.
The Best Place In Town
And A Place Where Scots Abound
Is
THE LAUNDROMAT
402 E. Liberty St.
DON'T MISS THIS! !
JANUARY CLEARANCE
WINTERIZE AT THESE LOW, LOW PRICES
WARM, COMFORTABLE
MEN'S JACKETS
ALL WOOL QUILT LINED
$7.77 - 59.77 - $12.77
FOR MEN ON CAMPUS
WOOSTER
Swimmers, Cagers Perform Tomorrow
Two Games Scheduled With Case;
Varsity Seeks Fourth Victory
by Jay Cox
The majority of Wooster's basketball fans will get their first
glimpse of their team in action tomorrow night when the Scots play
host to Case Institute in Severance gymnasium. The game is scheduled
for 8 o'clock and will be preceded by a freshman game beginning at
6:30, featuring Wooster's frosh against the Case freshmen.
Wooster has played seven games so
Three Basketball
Leagilues Active
In Intramurals
by Dan Collins
Eighth and Fifth wound up in a
tie for first place in the first round of
the Kenarden League with six wins
and one loss apiece. Fifth took care of
things promptly in the second round
by sweeping to a 30-1- 8 win over
Eighth in the second game of the
round. In other games in the second
round, Second beat First 60-3- 8 with
Petterson high with 14 points and
Buchan leading First with 16. Third
won over Fourth 31-2- 2 as Homer hit
for 10 points for Third, the same num-
ber as Peters had for Fourth. Fifth
squeezed past Sixth 36-3- 2 behind Mil-ligan- 's
15 points. Coleman led Sixth
with 14 markers. Eighth beat Seventh
in the last 15 seconds of play 30-2- 8.
Salyer had 12 for Eighth, with Little
high for the game with 14. Sixth
came from behind on a drive-i- n by
Ely, who racked up 13 points in all, to
drop Third 31-3- 0.
In Trolley League action, teams
from Seventh, Sixth, and Second are
tied for first place with one victory
and no defeats. Sixth downed the
Maulers from Third 32-2- 3 behind Stu
Hills' 10 points. Leon Shmorhun led
Second to a 55-1- 7 win over Fourth
with 16 points. Seventh won over Fifth
34-2- 6 with Jim Crow tallying 14
points. Third dropped Eighth 56-3- 9
behind Garner O'Dell, who rang up
18 markers.
With the Douglass League season
just starting, Seventh's frosh are in the
lead with two wins and no losses.
They hold a 43-3- 1 victory over First
with Geddes high man with 10 count-
ers and a 47-1- 8 win over Third with
Pay and Anderson each having 10
points. In other games, Eighth beat
Fourth 33-1- 9 with Snyder having 11
points. Sixth won over Fourth 56-2- 2
with Balz's 12 points high for the
night. Fifth and Second have forfeited
wins over Third and Sixth respectively.
1st Round Kenarden League
Team W L
VIII 6 1
V 6 1
III ..... 5 2
II 4 3
VII 3 4
IV .. 3 4
I 0 7
2nd Round Kenarden League
V ....
II ....
VIII
VI ...
III ...
IV ..
VII ..
I
Trolley League
VII .
VI ..
II ....
III ..
VIII
IV ...
V ....
Douglas League
VII
VIII
V ....
II . ..
VI ..
I
III ...
IV ...
ANNIVERSARY SALE
This is our first year in our new location, although
our store has been doing business for forty years.
Extra good values for men and women at greatly
reduced prices. Styles are in dress shoes flats wedgies.
For men short lots in scotch grains and calf shoes.
A
VOICE
far in the season, winning three while
losing three. The Scots opened the
season by playing their first game in
the Ohio conference back in Decem-
ber by beating Wittenberg on the lat-ter- 's
home court by an 82-7- 6 score.
Before Christmas vacation, the cagers
played three more games at Allegheny,
Fenn, and Steubenville. Wooster lost
to Allegheny 80-7- 0, and to Steuben-
ville, 80-7- 1, but handed the Fenn team
an 88-5- 3 setback. During the Christ-
mas holidays, the first home game was
played against Albion and the Scots
went down to a 76-6- 2 defeat.
Last Saturday night the Black and
Gold traveled to Alliance to meet the
Purple Raiders of Mount Union Col-
lege. It was the second Conference
game for the Scots and they turned it
into a 79-7- 4 victory. Wooster got off
to a good start and led at the end of
the first quarter by a 25-2- 3 score.
However, in the second canto, Mount
started to hit and went ahead to lead
at halftime 40-3- 6. In the third period
the Raiders stretched the lead to 10
points before the Scots rallied and be-
gan to catch up. At the end of the
third quarter the score still stood in
favor of Mount 58-5- 4, but shortly af-
ter the last period started Wooster
tied it up and went on to win 79-7- 4.
Jim Ewers and Bob Voelkel led the
team in scoring by dumping in 24 and
22 points respectively, while Lee Tho-
mas of Mount Union took scoring
honors for the night with 25 points.
The 22 points scored by Voelkel gives
him an average of 23.5 points scored
per game and he leads the team in
that department. Dick Garcin, a fresh-
man, hit for 14 points for the Scots
and was followed by Bud Barta with
7 points and Tom Gregg and Tom
Gustin each with 5 markers.
The Wooster frosh won the pre-
liminary game by beating the Mount
Union frosh 44-4- 1.
On Wednesday night the Scots
traveled to Gambier to meet the
Kenyon Lords in another confer-
ence game. Kenyon had won only
one game in seven starts but they
were up for this one as they
handed Wooster a 58 to 55 defeat.
The Lords went ahead in the
opening minute and never trailed
throughout the game. The Scots man-
aged to tie the score at 55-5- 5 with two
minutes to go but Kenyon pulled in
front and applied a very effective
freeze until the game ended.
Kenyon led at the end of the first
quarter by a 24-1- 6 score and at half
time by 37-3- 1. The Scots hit on only
11 out of 54 attempted shots from
the field during the first half for a
shooting percentage of 20. Woos-
ter's shooting was not much better in
the second half so they were still trail-
ing by 6 points, 51-4- 5, as the 3rd quar-
ter ended. During the opening minutes
of the 4th quarter the Scots rallied to
pull within two points of Kenyon at
55-5- 3. At this point in the game with
seven minutes left the Lords began'
their stalling. Wooster finally picked
off a pass and Tom Gustin sank a
short shot to tie the score, but without
changing their stalling tactics, Kenyon
pulled ahead and won 58-5- 5.
Bob Voelkel was leading scorer for
the locals with 17 points. He was fol-
lowed by Gustin with 11 points, By
Morris with 10, and Jim Ewers with 8.
In the preliminary game the Woos-
ter frosh won their second straight by
downing the Kenyon frosh 60-3- 3.
1
terSlioe Store
Untried Scot Mermen Open Season
Against Twice-Victorio- us Kenyon
by Tom Peters
Saturday marks the opening meet of the season for Coach Johnny
Swigart's 1953-5- 4 Scot Tankers. The Scots open action tomorrow after-
noon at 2:15 when they play host to the Kenyon Lords in an Ohio
Conference clash. The meet, previously scheduled for Dec. 16, is the
first for both schools. It is one of four engagements that were on the
Wooster schedule and have been either cancelled or postponed. Both
Akron and Denison Universities failed to produce teams, and Oberlin
has had difficulty with a water shortatge.
Coach Swigart has four lettermen as
WAA
Sport Slants
by Nancy Geiger
FALL FAVORITES Results of the
balloting at the WAA tea show that
Dot Hinegaxtner will guide hockey
next fall, Barb Wheeler, archery, and
Jan Coulson, volleyball. Jan Ackerly
was elected to fill this year's vacant
bowling managership and is now an
active member of the board. Bowling
will be getting under way soon after
next semester begins.
BASKET BRIGADE Basketball
games will soon be in progress after
several tune-u- p practice contests. Half
a dozen teams will be fighting to re-
place the Sphinx as champions.
IN THE BEGINNING Basket-
ball was an experiment to fill in the
winter sports season in 1892 and nine
to 50 players shot at peach baskets
with footballs. Two years later the
present number of five players was
established and the ball was put in
play by a free-for-a- ll in the center of
the court. Girls soon took over the
game and devised their peculiar rules
as health and safety measures.
WAA QUICK CALENDAR
Wednesday, Feb. 3, 8:30 p.m.
Karamu Dancers, gym.
Friday, Feb. 12, 8 p.m. Orchesis
Review, gym.
Wednesdays, 4:30 p.m. WAA
board meeting, Babcock.
Mondays and Wednesdays, 7 p.m.
Basketball, gym.
Mondays and Wednesdays, 8:30
p.m. Sharks, pool.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 4:15 p.m.
Orchesis, Babcock.
SPORT SHORTS The WAA paid
its dues to the American Federation of
College Women and is eligible to
attend their semi-annu- al convention
which will be held at Smith College
this spring . . . Sharks, with Barb
Bourns at their helm, are beginning
practices for their March preview with
a United Nations theme . . . Tax
stamps are still welcomed by the
board . . . Candy salesmen will con-
tinue selling their wares next semester.
KARAMU DANCERS A MUST
FEBRUARY 3
Can you afford
a trip to Europe?
.fcJCA CMue mmI ' '''lwn J .9 7 WW hull
Every college student should try to
plan for a summer abroad before he
graduates. It con be done. It is almost
a must in educational value and
social experience.
Your own national organization
the U.S. National Student Association
operates Educational Travel, Inc.
with this thought in mind.
Low cost tours from $400 to $800
for 14 to 80 days provide everything
In transportation, planned programs,
visits to the historical and cultural
treasures of old and new Europe.
Act now. Write for our travel brochure.
Send for the complete travel guide,
"Work, Study, Travel Abroad,
price: 35 cents.
See your NSA Campus T
Or, write
.EDUCATIONAL TRA)
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the nucleus of a 20-ma- n squad. Cap-
tain Dave Cartlidge, a senior, will be
swimming the breast-strok- e, Lonny
Price, a sophomore, the back-strok- e,
Paul Martin, a sophomore, free-styl- e,
and Warren Crain, a sophomore, both
the breast-strok- e and free-styl- e events.
Several promising freshmen, along
with returning members of last year's
Ohio Conference Championship team.
Since the Scot Mermen have not yet
seen action, it is difficult to make any
predictions as to the outcome tomor-
row. However, from this corner, it
looks as though the Scots will stand
a good chance of producing victory
number one. A lot depends upon the
reserve strength that can be mustered
we take this opportunity to wish the
to back the lettermen. At any rate may
squad the best of luck and our hopes
that they start the season with a
splash.
SCOT SWIMMING SCHEDULE
Jan. 16 Kenyon at Wooster
Feb. 4 Case at Cleveland
Feb. 6 Wittenberg at Springfield
Feb. 10 Kent State at Kent
Feb. 12 Slippery Rock at Slippery
Rock, Pa. :
Feb. 17 Fenn at Wooster
Feb. 20 Ohio Wesleyan at Delaware
Feb. 27 Allegeheny at Meadville
Mar. 2 Oberlin at Oberlin
Mar. 6 Ohio Conference Meet at
Delaware
PATRONIZE "I
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Modern Dancers
Present Recital
One of the less well-know- n of in-
terest groups on the campus is the
modern dance club, or Orchesis. Under
the direction of Mrs. Rice, 20 girls
spend every Tuesday and Thursday
afternoon learning the fundamentals
of modern dance. Besides exercising
and learning dance techniques and
forms, the girls have also been creat-
ing dances of their own.
On Friday evening, Feb. 12, at 8
in the gym, Orchesis will present a
unique and enjoyable recital. Dancing
to the theme of "Seasons in Dance,"
the performers will interpret mean-
ings and events of the four seasons
of the year. Everyone is invited, and
the program is free.
12 PRICE
SALE!
LANOLIN-ENRICHE- D
TUSSY
WIND & WEATHER
LOTION
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WEATHER (K.' - j
Begnlar $1 size bottla
r only . . 50
Large $2 ut, only 1
SJ HAND CREAM!
HALF PRICE SALE1
Sav 50 on lanolin-enrich-- J
Tnny Wind & Weather
Hand Cream, too! Regular
$2 jar, now only $1.
MUSKOFF DRUGS
Wooster Hotel Bldg.
The telephone industry
offers women varied, in-
teresting careers with good
promotional opportunit-
ies. Engineering assistants
are needed in Cincinnati
and the other positions
are in Cleveland. Consult
your College Placement
Director for details.
THE OHIO BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY
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Weigel's Barber Shop
CLEVELAND ROAD
We Need Your Head
In Our Business
CURLY, JACK, WARREN
SEE YOU AT THE
Farm Dairies
We Have the Best!
Our Foods Have
Passed the Test!
Madison Ave. Cleveland Rd.
WOOSTER
THEATER
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
William Holden in
"ESCAPE FROM
FORT BRAVO"
and
"THE STEEL LADY"
SUN. MON. TUES.
Sterling Hayden in
"FIGHTER ATTACK"
and
"JACK SLADE"
WED. & THURS.
"THE SEA AROUND US"
"ROAR OF THE
CROWDS"
j-e- m. .
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When you grip the wheel of an Air Force jet, your hands are on a fast,
high flying future that leads to the top in jet aviation.
Once behind the controls of an Air
Force jet, you leave the humdrum of
everyday life . . . soar far above the cares
of the crowd into a bright new future of
adventure and excitement You're part
of a select flying team, playing for the
highest stakes of all . . . mastery of the
Jet Agel You'll win too, because you've
been trained to win. You have confi-
dence in yourself, in your fellows, and
In your plane, the fastest and safest fly-
ing equipment in the world.
As an Air Force Aviation Cadet, you get
In on the ground floor of jet aviation,
learn jet flight with the latest equipment
and best instructors. You graduate as an
Air Force lieutenant earning over $5,000
a year ... a man thoroughly prepared
for leadership in both military and com
WHERE TO GET MORE DETAILS t
Contact your nearest Aviation Cadet Selection Team,
Air Force ROTC Unit or Air Force Recruiting Officer.
Or write to: Aviation Cadet, Headquarters,
U. S. Air Force, Washington 25, D. C
--
Z3i
1
WLVE.R MIND ABOUT ME, BUT
SHIBLEy a
HUDSON'S
Tor expert repair sepmc;
AT PRICES I CAM AFFORD
HERE'S WHAT YOU DOl
. Take your high school diploma or
certificate of graduation and a copy of
your birth certificate to your nearest Air
Force Base or Recruiting Station. Fill
out the application they give you.
2. If application is accepted, the Air
Force will arrange for you to take a
physical examination at government
expense.
3. Next, you will be given a written and
manual aptitixle test.
4. If you pass your physical and other
tests, you will be scheduled for an Avia-
tion Cadet training class. The Selective
Service Act allowi you a four-mon- th
deferment while wa. ting class assignment.
ds oi me Fujii'iyiireS
mercial aviation. Join the many fine
young men who keep their hands on the
future. Train as an Aviation Cadet!
You may be eligible
To qualify as an Aviation Cadet, you
must be at least a high school graduate.
However, you will be of more value to
the Air Force if you stay in college,
graduate, and then volunteer for train-
ing. In addition, you must be between
19 and 26'4 years, unmarried, and in
good physical condition.
Win an Air Force
Commission
, "fr Earn over
$5,000 A Year
CONSTANT COMMENT TEA
A Delia ous Blend with Orange and Spice
A Success at Any Party
THE GIFT CORNER
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